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NRI Secure Receives “Japan Managed Security Service 

Provider of the Year Award” for Third Straight Year 

Tokyo, January 9, 2020 - NRI SecureTechnologies, Ltd. (“NRI Secure”), a leading global provider of 

Managed Security Services, today announced that Frost & Sullivan recognized NRI Secure with the “2019 

Japan Managed Security Service Provider of the Year Award” at the 2019 Frost & Sullivan Best Practices 

Awards. This marks the third year in a row that NRI Secure honored with the prestigious award in the global 

security market.   

 

 

Frost & Sullivan’s Best Practices Awards recognize companies throughout a range of regional and global 

markets for superior leadership, technological innovation, customer service, and strategic product 

development. As a result, the award is given to honor companies that marked the highest overall score 

among the contenders.  

 

“Based on Frost & Sullivan’s analysis, the company recorded a strong growth in SOC-as-a-service, WAF, 

endpoint, and web security service segments, which drove its MSS business in 2018. As a result, the service 

provider gained the largest market share in the 2018 Japanese MSSP market, showing good revenue 

growth and growth strategy. NRI SecureTechnologies is a deserving recipient of the 2019 Frost & Sullivan 

Japan Managed Security Service Provider of the Year award, receiving this recognition for the third 

consecutive year.”  said Mr. Tetsuya Niihara, Industry Principal analyst, Frost & Sullivan, who reviewed the 

award. 

 

For more information about NRI Secure’s managed security services, please visit the following website; 
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 NRI Secure Managed Security Services – NeoSOC 

https://www.nri-secure.com/managed-security-solutions/neosoc 

 

About Frost & Sullivan 

Frost & Sullivan, the Growth Partnership Company, works in collaboration with clients to leverage 

visionary innovation that addresses the global challenges and related growth opportunities that will make 

or break today’s market participants. For more than 50 years, we have been developing growth strategies 

for the global 1000, emerging businesses, the public sector, and the investment community. 

https://www.frost.com 

 

About NRI SecureTechnologies 

NRI SecureTechnologies is a subsidiary of Nomura Research Institute (NRI) specializing in 

cybersecurity, and a leading global provider of next-generation managed security services and security 

consulting. Established in 2000, NRI Secure is focused on delivering high-value security outcomes for 

our clients with the precision and efficiency that define Japanese quality. For more details, visit us at 

https://www.nri-secure.com.  
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